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Abstract
Typical  approaches to  industrial targeting start with  the ranking of
industries according to  one or more criteria,  such as  average industry growth
rate  over the past  decade or the average earnings  per job  or the skill
requirements  of the industry work force.  US  industry growth rates  and skill
requirements  are typically accepted as standards  of reference.  Local  resource
use constraints  and preferences finally narrow the  list  of candidate
industries for intensive recruiting efforts.  Use  of  the  new University of
Minnesota-US Forest Service IMPLAN  (IMpact Analysis for  PLANning)  system in
industrial  targeting offers  the potential  of an  important breakthrough in data
access  and  industrial  targeting approaches.  The data access is  facilitated by
the  county-level  availability of  528  sector  interindustry transactions  tables,
including sales  and purchases among businesses  in the county and between these
businesses  and  their markets outside the  county and access  to  sub-county level
data series.  Thus  the unique contributions of  the IMPLAN system are  (1) the
unprecedented detail  In industry specificity, both by area and by activity;
(2) the availability of corresponding industry detail  in the interindustry
transactions tables, with reference to both intra-county product  sales and
purchases  and rest-of-world product sales  and  purchases;  and  (3) the use of
extensive sets  of  algorithms  for managing an existing or modified local  data
base.  Existence of proximity-based clusters  of  industries limit  the  targeting
options for a given area.  Hence, careful  examination of  industry linkages at
successive  levels of geographical  aggregation becomes an important  first  step
in  successful  industry targeting for downtown and neighborhood development,  as
demonstrated in this IMPLAN application.
INTRODUCTION
Industrial  targeting approaches are used by economic development agencies
in the  US to identify and assess alternative  community and state  economic
development options.  The many different approaches range from straightforward
comparisons  of the growth rates of  arbitrarily preferred industries  for
location at  particular sites  to  highly sophisticated efforts in identifying
specific  industry attributes that  make a given industry a preferred candidate
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for industry recruiting efforts  (Lee,  1987).  In  this  paper,  two  industrial
targeting options presented  to the City of Minneapolis  are described and
evaluated.  Unique characteristics of the Minneapolis economy are addressed
that  provide  the  local  context  for discussion of  the  use and  possible misuse
of input-output modeling in industrial  targeting.
CHANGING PARADIGMS OF THE CITY
The City of Minneapolis, with a population of  slightly more than 350
thousand  in a metropolitan core  area of more than two million, is
characterized  in  several  recent reports  as  a "regional city"  (Hanson, 1983).
It  has  acquired this designation because of  its orientation to  so-called
"control  and  command" functions,  including corporate headquarters  and various
high-order  producer services  such  as  banking, insurance,  real  estate, a wide
variety of business services,  legal  services,  educational services,  non-profit
organizations and  architectural  and enginering services  (Hutton, 1987;  Noyell,
1984;  Scott,  1988;  Stanback,  1979,  1982).  Also,  strong transportation and
communications linkages  to other regional  cities are available in the  city and
the seven-county Minneapolis-St.  Paul  metropolitan region.  The "regional
cities"  have become the  critical  decision information centers  of an expanding
knowledge-based economy.  They power the  new engines  of  domestic and foreign
regional  growth  in the  global economic community.
Control  and Command Functions
Concentration of  "control  and  command" functions  in the  regional  city that
serve  the business communities of  the  entire  state and region is illustrated
by the Minneapolis industry wage  and  salary employment and  payroll  trends  in
the  1980s.  In  1980, industry activity in Minneapolis accounted for a total
wage and  salary payroll  in excess  of  $4.1  billion and more than 272  thousand
wage  and salary jobs.  By 1987,  payroll  had increased to over $6.7  billion and11/17/90  3
jobs had grown to more than 276  thousand-increases  of  61.5 percent  and 1.4
percent,  respectively.  Above-average increases were reported  in  the
financial,  business, professional  and other information services industries.
However, as  a share  of  total  industry payroll  in Minnesota, Minneapolis
dropped  from 17.6  percent in 1980  to  17.3  percent  in  1987.
In contrast with payroll  growth, wage and salary jobs  in Minneapolis,  both
downtown and the  neighborhoods, declined in  the  1980-87 period.  The downtown
employment  share  dropped  from 8.3 percent  of  total  Minnesota jobs  in 1980 to
7.9 percent  in  1987  while the  neighborhoods  employment share  dropped from 7.6
percent  to 6.9  percent.  The largest  relative decline was  in durable  goods
manufacturing for both areas  of  the  city.  However,  in three  industry
groups--nondurable goods manufacturing, finance,  insurance and  real  estate,
and government  in downtown Minneapolis  and construction, transportation,
communications and utilities,  and private services  in the neighborhoods--the
percentage  growth was  actually greater than in the  state as  a whole.
The  contrasting changes  in total  payroll  and jobs  are accentuated in the
comparisons of  average payroll  per worker between overall Minnesota industry
and  the industry in  the City of Minneapolis.  Average payroll  per worker in
Minnesota industry increased  from $13.9  thousand  in 1980 to $20.7  thousand in
1987--a 48.9 percent increase  in current dollars.  Industry payroll per worker
in Minneapolis was  10  percent above the Minnesota average in  1980 and  17.7
percent  above the Minnesota average in  1987.
The  1980-87 period in Minneapolis was marked, therefore, by large  and
dramatic job shifts  from manufacturing and trade industries  to communications,
financial,  business and other producer services and  related industries.
Except  for a temporary downturn in these trends  triggered by recent  industry
restructuring, the pattern already established in the  1980s  is projected to11/17/90  4
continue  in the  1990s  as  illustrated by trends for  the  City's  fastest-growing
industries  (Table 1).
Restructuring of  the Base Economy
An apparent anamoly in Minneapolis data is  the  fact  that  the
fastest-growing industries  are  part of  the  base  economy.  The residentiary
sector  has lagged in both job and payroll growth in the  face  of overall
population decline.
The basic economy refers  to the  export-producing enterprises and
employment  engaged  in  the production of  goods and services for markets outside
the  city.  They are  closely linked to  the downtown economy and to  markets
outside  the city.  They also are  in close proximity to  labor and  other
production requirements, including education, training and research
facilities.
The city's  development agency  is actively supporting the  education and
training and,  also,  research functions of  the downtown through major  financial
building assistance  to both public and private colleges.  The rationale for
assisting these institutions includes  providing ongoing education for downtown
workers in the high order service economy.  In the words of  a state  task force
on higher education, the  need  is  to  facilitate "active  links with employers
...particularly in the areas  of technical  training and professional  programs."
In addition, the city participation in the  development of  the Metropolitan
State University and the Minnesota Technology Corrider sites  adjacent to the
central business district  also serves  the purpose  of  stimulating a targeted
redevelopment area.  Furthermore, downtown educational  opportunities address
the  need to find  new ways to involve neighborhood residents  in the
transforming economy.
Besides  the export-producing industries that  are now located in the11/17/90  5
neighborhoods, part  of  the resident  population also is  engaged  in bringing
"basic" dollars into the area.  Neighborhoods  in Minneapolis compete  with
suburban neighborhoods for the downtown Minneapolis  commuting work force.  The
strength  and success of the competition depends  on access to  and quality of
essential  public and private  services and  facilities  in each of  the
neighborhoods.
Slightly less  than half of the wage and  salary workers  in Minneapolis  are
located in the neighborhoods.  Payroll  per job in the neighborhoods is  less
than 90 percent  of the  overall average for Minneapolis.  Neighborhood payroll
growth  is  lagging behind downtown payroll growth, although the differential
growth  is projected  at  a less  rapid  rate  in the  1990s  than occurred  in the
1980s.  Even then, by the year 2000,  if  present  trends were to  continue,
payroll  per job in the  neighborhoods will  have declined  to slightly more than
80  percent  of  its average  level  in  the City.
Creating Jobs for the Regional Economy
Much of  the differential  growth in the higher paying jobs will  occur in
downtown Minneapolis.  Many of  these jobs will  be held by  commuters, who,  in
the  1980s,  were equivalent  in total  number to  about  40 percent of  the resident
work force.  This ratio dropped to the low 30s by the  end of the  1980s,  when
it  is  projected to turn around and  increase slightly during the  1990s,  as
shown  in Table 2.
The existence of  a large  commuting work force  in Minneapolis brings along
with it  a host  of  related problems  in financing the  further development  of  the
downtown infrastructure, including access  routes and essential  public
services.  Unfortunately for the City's fiscal  outlook, one of the  persistent
myths is  that  its  economy is defined by municipal  boundaries and that  these
boundaries must define the tax base for the economic  infrastructure.11/17/90  6
Because of  the goods  and services  produced in Minneapolis,  its  businesses
are linked to businesses  of  all  types  outside  the  city that make an important
difference  in  the performance  of  the  entire  cluster of  interdependent
enterprises in the seven-county Metropolitan Region.  Yet,  the public costs  of
maintaining the viability and vigor of  downtown and neighborhoods in
Minneapolis are shared disproportionately by the City's resident  nighttime
population--an inequity that weakens  the City's  capacity  to maintain the
infrastructure  required by  its  expanding economic  role and functions.
Future development  in Minneapolis will  involve an  increasingly active
public  sector,  not  only in the operation and maintenance  of  the existing
infrastructure, but  also in providing essential  public services relating  to
research,  education and training.  Intergovernmental  cooperation and
private-public partnerships  that  can help  in  resolving the  emerging  financial
crises of  this city must  be  sought, also,  including extension of  the  City's
tax base  to correspond with the economic  community that  it  supports.
INDUSTRIAL TARGETING IN THE "REGIONAL CITY"
The dynamic  character of  the  regional  city  and  its many demand-side and
supply-side linkages with other regional  cities  in the US  and abroad and with
its  own intra-regional  labor market areas  and transportation and communication
networks makes  the task of industry targeting especially difficult.  Accurate
and up-to-date information on current  and prospective  future economic outlook
thus becomes an essential  requirement  for the successful use of  industry
targeting methods in a regional  city, like Minneapolis.
Industrial Targeting Practices
Typical approaches  to industrial  targeting start with the ranking of
industries  according to  one or more  criteria, such as  average industry growth
rate over the past decade or  the average earnings per job or the skill11/17/90  7
requirements  >f  the industry work force.  The US  industry growth rates and
skill  requirements are  typically accepted  as standards of  reference for  state
or  regional  industrial targeting.  Local  resource use  constraints and
preferences finally narrow the  list of  candidate industries  for intensive
recruiting efforts.
Commonly used criteria  in ranking industries for targeting purposes
include (1) rate of  growth,  (2)  jobs  created,  (3) earnings  per worker,  (4)
investment per worker,  (5) seasonal  and cyclical  volatility, and  (6) future
employment  of currently unemployed or underemployed persons.  Acceptance of
one or more of  the  criteria,  and their weighting for  industry targeting
purposes, ultimately must involve  the  legislative body of  local  or  state
government.  In this  decision process,  the alternative  scenarios of  downtown
and neighborhood development prepared in the  targeting process  represent are
important  information sources  for organizational  learning as  the  local
implications of a changing economy unfold  (Senge,  1990).
For most  purposes, the US serves  as  a reference area for  the ranking
criteria.  However, a smaller area that  has economic attributes preferred by a
community engaged in industrial  targeting may be used as  the  reference area  in
place of  the  US.  The Boston Region, for example, may serve as  a reference
area  for  some targeting efforts, while the Oakland Bay Region may serve  as  a
reference area for others-both having regional  cities at  different stages  of
product cycles similar to those in the Minneapolis-St.  Paul  region.
Whatever ranking criteria  and reference areas  are used in  the industrial
targeting efforts, businesses  that  optimize the  use of available industrial
and commercial  sites must satisfy various local  conditions.  These conditions
range  from employing locally available workers  to meeting certain strict
environmental  standards.11/17/90  8
IMPLAN Applications for  Industrial Targeting
Use of  IMPLAN in industrial  targeting offers the  potential  of an important
breakthrough in  data access and  industrial  targeting approaches  (Maki,  1989).
The  data  access  is  facilitated by the  county-level  availability of  IMPLAN
components,  including sales and purchases among  businesses in the  county and
between these businesses  and their markets outside  the county.  Thus,  the
unique  contributions of the IMPLAN system are two-fold:  (1) the unprecedented
detail  in industry specificity, both by area and by activity and the
availability of  corresponding industry detail  in  the interindustry
transactions  tables, with reference  to both Intra-county product  sales  and
purchases and rest-of-world product  sales and  purchases;  and  (2) the
algorithms  it  provides  for modifying the  current data base.  Finally, a
528-sector IMPLAN data base was  constructured  for the  City of Minneapolis from
the Pennepin County data base and  related data for  the City of  Minneapolis
obtained  from the Minnesota Department  of Jobs and Training that was used to
modify the Hennepin County data base.
Impact Assessments
Given the perceived role  of  the  regional  city in economic development and
its changing industry structure, the  static, one-period input-output  table
clearly would have serious  limitations for assessing the effects of  changes  in
household purchases,  exports and other exogeneous variables on the  local
economy.  These limitations  are being addressed by recent enhancements  of
regional  input-output modeling systems,  like IMPLAN.  They include:
(1)  Detailed  interindustry transactions tables  (in the order  of 500 to
600  individual  sectors)  representing industry purchases and
disbursements for individual  counties or groups of  counties;
(2)  Detailed import commodity purchases by individual  industries and
final demand sectors  for  individual  counties  and groups  of  counties;
(3)  Detailed export  commodity disbursements to destination region and11/17/90  9
sector for  individual  counties and groups of  counties;
(4)  Detailed receipts and expenditures, including transfer payments  and
related interinstitutional  income flows  for  individual  counties and
groups  of counties;  and
(5)  Algorithms and data bases for constructing baseline projections  and
simulating effects of  changes from the  baseline projections as
represented by proposed scenarios of  alternative  regional  futures.
Even with  the  cited improvements  in input-output modeling systems over the
past decade or  two, formidable measurement challenges remain, of which the
most  difficult  is  data validation.  This includes  validation of  the  directly
estimated  employment and employee compensation series  and  the  indirectly
estimated intersectoral  transactions,  particularly commodity imports and
exports.  The  IMPLAN Development  and Applications Group at  the University of
Minnesota is  addressing the  issue  of validation by  (1) consulting with
individuals having access to state statistical  sources  and in a position to
critically review IMPLAN employment  and payroll  distributions for the given
state and its  counties and  (2) constructing alternative indirect measurement
procedures for preparing comparable statistical  series.  For example,  the
IMPLAN-based  industrial  targeting results will  be  compared with those obtained
by use of conventional  industrial  targeting methods  (Lee,  1987).
Important prior questions that must be asked relate to the purpose of  the
industrial  targeting and  the levels of uncertainty and error that can be
tolerated in the ensuing decision processes.  Use of  the  current, improved
version of IMPLAN  for industrial  targeting and impact  analysis  purposes,
despite its  many remaining limitations, will  sharpen a community development
agency's  focus on its purpose, enhance its  capacity for dealing with
uncertainty, and reduce its  likelihood of decision error.
Product Markets and Input Supply Sources
Of special  significance  to industrial  targeting are  (1) the  local11/17/90  10
interindustry  transactions, (2) the  imports from industry output sources
outside the region, and (3) the  exports  to intermediate and  final markets
outside the  region.  IMPLAN-based  data for the City of Minneapolis show the
intermediate input,  including  imports, and primary input  purchases of  the
producing sectors.  For example,  the printing and publishing industry
accounted  for  input purchases  and output disbursements,  in million dollars, as
follows:
Intermediate demand  191.7  Intermediate inputs  137.2
Local  final  demand  46.5  Value added  303.6
Exports  427.3  Imports  223.6
Total  industry output  665.5  Total  industry outlay 665.5
In this  illustration, 29 percent  of  all  industry output  disbursements are
to  the  local  intermediate demand sector and 7 percent  to  the  local  final
demand sector,  leaving 64 percent  for export  to destinations  outside the  City
of Minneapolis.  Purchases of  inputs  from the  local  producers account  for 21
percent  of total  outlays, compared with 46  percent  for primary inputs,  i.e.,
value added,  and  33  percent  for  imports of  goods and services  from producers
outside  the city.
Industry linkages  form industry clusters, as  illustrated by the  IMPLAN 528
sector and  the IPASS  75  sector breakdowns of  individual  industry purchases of
local  production and  imports.  Printing and publishing is  a strong growth
industry in Minneapolis and Minnesota as a whole.  It  is  export-market driven,
but  it also depends on a large variety and volume of  imports.  It  is  linked to
many local  input-supplying industries as well  as  to industries  located outside
the  City of Minneapolis.
Since  1982,  "just-in-time" manufacturing has  lead  to further industry
clustering among manufacturing industries and their input suppliers.  This
trend  is  indicated in the  industry transactions  tables for successive years by11/17/90  11
increasing dependence on  local  industry outputs  and decreasing dependence of
an industry on imports,  except  from the producing sectors  of  contiguous or
nearby areas.
The interindustry transactions tables presented  for  the  City of
Minneapolis are compared with similar tables  for  the seven-county Metropolitan
Region, the State of Minnesota, and the  US.  Comparison of  industry linkages,
even at the  75-sector level  of industry aggregation, reveal  tendencies  for
industry clustering.  These tendencies are more clearly delineated, of  course,
at  the 528-sector level  of  industry aggregation when using the  "excess  sales"
and "excess  purchases"  approaches  in measuring linkage intensity and
interindustry interdependence.
Industry  clusters limit  industrial  targeting options.  Ignorance of  the
existence of industry clusters  is  likely to  result  in failures in industrial
targeting for  any area, particularly a city or county.  Hence, careful
examination of industry linkages  at  successive levels  of geographical
aggregation is  an important  first step in successful  industry targeting for
downtown and neighborhood development in the City of Minneapolis.  For this
purpose, because of  the large data requirements for assessing the clustering
tendencies of  each local industry, visual  use of  advanced graphical  methods is
required  for the  initial  delineation and analysis  of industry clusters.
BUILDING A  SHARED VISION OF THE FUTURE CITY
Computer simulation of  the projected changes in the demand for and  supply
of  locally-produced goods and services for export markets serve as  a basis for
building a shared vision of the  future city and region.  However, a vision of
the future city that is  credible and widely shared among decision makers and
that can influence the city's day-to-day and long-term performance will  depend
on the adequacy and  timeliness of  the mental models of  the regional  city that11/17/90  12
define and  clarify its role in economic  development  (Senge,  1990).  For
example,  the  manufacturing sector of  the Minneapolis  economic base has  lost  in
both payroll  and employment to  the  rest  of Minnesota since  1980, and even
before.  Durable goods  manufacturing, largely nonelectrical  machinery,
accounted for more  than 70 percent  of  the  job loss.  Private services,  on the
other hand, have grown in  employment  and payrolls.
The shift  from manufacturing to services has  its  roots in the
globalization of economic  activity,  along with its  increasing locational
specialization (Porter, 1990).  Businesses  in downtown Minneapolis,  for
example, supply each other with production inputs and,  also,  access to  an
extended  regional  and  indeed global  network of  interacting and  interdependent
businesses, engaged, in turn,  in serving  their clients and customers  in
various intermediate and  final  markets.  The advantages  of a downtown location
for  certain businesses and not  for others  are  evident in their  differential
growth in downtown and neighborhood  locations.  These advantages are
represented  in the site  rents  that various businesses  can afford to pay.
Downtown Development
A shared vision of  the  future  city rests on the knowledge that  (1)
business  location is  important to business  enterprise and (2) scarcity of
central  locations leads to business relocation and redistribution within an
economic region as  the  importance of physical  proximity to one another changes
from one year to the  next and from one location to another.  Insofar as the
high  cost of  information transfer is  reduced by physical proximity and
one-on-one relationships, a downtown location in a regional  city commands a
premium price.  Information-a highly perishable,  but differentiated, product
of uncertain quality--is  essential  to business  continuity and performance.
Hence, those engaged in  information transfer  from its production by knowledge11/17/90  13
workers to  its  decision applications in headquarters offices,  for example,
seek  and occupy the central  locations.  In so  doing, the information
intermediaries reduce  transfer  costs and  increase the certainty of  client
satisfaction and business  success.
Printing and Publishing
The one important  exception to the persistent  pattern of  manufacturing
decline in the City of Minneapolis--other  than paper and  allied  products--is
printing and  publishing.  Employment  in the  printing and publishing industry
increased  from 8.9  thousand  in  1980 to  10.9  thousand in  1985  before falling to
10.5  thousand in  1987.  Printing and publishing  is  the  largest two-digit
manufacturing industry in Minneapolis and an important part  of  its  base
economy.  It  is  presented as  a target industry  in Minneapolis  downtown
development.
In  1982,  the printing and publishing  industry in Minneapolis accounted  for
28  percent  of the  total value of the Minnesota printing and publishing
industry outputs  and outlays  in  1982.  The statistical  summaries also show
that  the industry is  widely dispersed  in the State and that  it  is  primarily an
export-producing industry.  It  is  also an important  industry  in the
seven-county Metropolitan Region and the  State of Minnesota, as  shown by the
demand-side and supply-side  comparisons summarized  in Table 3.
By calculating excess and sales  and purchases and the  corresponding series
of proximity quotients for the printing and publishing industry in  the
528-sector interindustry transactions tables for all  local  intermediate
markets and input  supply sources, the  forward (to markets) and backward (to
suppliers) dependence of  the industry can be determined.  While the findings
present much variability in the distribution of excess sales  and purchases
(using US  printing and  publishing industry domestic sales  and intermediate11/17/90  14
product purchases  as  a reference distribution),  they show in the Minneapolis
data,  for example, grain mill  products, printing and publishing,  other retail
trade, and banking and  credit  agencies with  large sales  from own production
and printing and publishing  and bank and  credit agencies with large imports.
The composition of  an Industry's  principal  markets and supply sources differs
among areas, with the  larger areas showing greater closure.  Each sector
differs, however,  in  its excess  (relative to the US  industry distribution)
market disbursements and  also  in excess supply sources--measures of
inter-industry clustering of  its most important  local markets  and supply
sources  (Appendix Tables  1 and 2).
An alternative measure of  dependence  of an industry on geographic
proximity to another industry is  the  proximity quotient which simply
represents excess  or deficit  sales and purchases  as  ratios.  A proximity
quotient of  one  or more denotes  a high measure of dependency of one industry
on another while a proximity qoutient  of much less  than one denotes much less
proximity dependence.
The industrial targeting approach is thus  demonstrated by using a series
of 528-sector  interindustry transactions tables  for a given industry in
successively larger areas.  With this approach, the  critical  supply-side
linkages  to  immediately accessible  local  resources, including information and,
also, demand-side linkages are identified  for use in the selection of  target
industries for downtown development.  While not  illustrated, the contributions
of the  printing and published industry to job  creation, income growth and
revenue generation can be estimated,  also, for  use in targeting development
assistance.
Business  Services
The business services industry, although a hodge-podge of  small11/17/90  15
enterprise,  largely catering to other businesses, both  large and  small,  is
among the most  active and rapidly growing sectors  of the Minneapolis  economy.
It almost  doubled  In total  employment in the  last  10-year period  and  payroll
per worker more than doubled  in this period.  However, business services
employment  first dropped from  14.3 thousand  in  1980 to  12.2 thousand  in  1982,
but then increased to over 21  thousand by  1990.
The business services  industry  in Minneapolis accounted for 26 percent  of
the total  value  of Minnesota business  services  industry outputs  and outlays  in
1982  (Tables 5 and  6).  The statistical  summaries also show that this
industry, like  printing and publishing, is widely dispersed in the State,
although its  largest concentration is  in  the seven-county Metropolitan Region.
Unlike printing and publishing, however, it  is primarily an intermediate
market-driven industry.  Demand-side  factors are critical,  therefore, in
accounting for the  large presence of this  industry in Minneapolis and the
Metropolitan Region.  Excess  business services sales  and disbursements  for  the
four areas and  their corresponding proximity quotients are presented in
Appendix Tables 3 and 4.
For the business services  industry in Minneapolis,  the intermediate demand
in  1982  was  58 percent  of  the  total  industry ouput.  The largest  sales were
to the  retail  trade sector and to other private services.  Thus, the  local
intermediate markets for  the business services industry are sustained largely
by the  rapid  growth of the local  services-producing industries.  Exports of
business  services in  1982 were slightly less than 40 percent of the value of
locally-sold business  services in Minneapolis.
In summary, an excess sales and purchases approach used  in this  report
shows above-average or below-average  levels of disbursements to and purchases
from a given industry.  Industries that  are  linked to one another, like11/17/90  16
business  services,  retail  trade  and  other service industries, generally form
demand-side and/or supply-side  industry clusters.  With  this approach (using a
series  of  528-sector interindustry transactions tables  for  successively larger
areas)  the critical  demand-side  linkages to  immediately accessible local
intermediate and  final  markets and supply-side  linkages to  intermediate input
sources  are identified.  Again, the contributions of targeted  levels of
services to job creation,  income growth and revenued generation can be
simulated for  use  in identifying potential  recipients of development
assistance that  most effectively  advance community goals.
Neighborhood Development
The City of Minneapolis is  in the process of  implementing a neighborhood
redevelopment  plan which explicitly channels an earmarked tax base generated
from downtown projects  into  neighborhood job, housing and training programs
identified through a neighborhood participation process.  The training
programs link development  assistance to training and employment coordination
between the  private  and public sector.
The City of Minneapolis  also has  targeted development  assistance  funds to
selected businesses  that meet certain criteria for elgibility established by
the Minneapolis Community Development Agency.  Historically, job-intensive
businesses  (more than  1.5 jobs per  1000 square foot) hiring city residents (as
first source) were given preferred elgibility  These criteria are changing,
however, with recognization of the restructuring of  the  "regional  city" and
its changing implications  for community development strategy.
Among the  11  businesses receiving development assistance during the
1985-90 period  listed in Table 5, a majority was  engaged in production of
goods and services  for a non-resident population. The businesses were already
in part,  export oriented.  While the remaining business were residentiary,11/17/90  17
catering  to other businesses and households  in the City they could shift  to  an
excess sales  position as  total  employees increase.
Neighborhood development  options  for industrial  targeting cover the  same
industry groups included  in the  largely downtown development targeting of  the
printing and  publishing and business services  industries.  However,  additional
criteria for  choosing among development options must  be included  that are
unique  to  neighborhood  development,  including the use of  future  tax revenues
from an expanded  tax base, a wider range  of  choice in housing values and
improved  access to education and  training.
As the neighborhoods succeed  in efforts to  improve quality of life, more
of the downtown work force may be attracted to these  neighborhoods.
Conversely,  if  neighborhoods deteriorate, the  downtown work force may be faced
with  the prospect  of  increased crime  and lessened access  to  downtown shopping
and cultural  attractions.
Among the critical  services affecting the competitive position of
neighborhoods as  places  of residence are education and training  resources,
which are  of two-fold concern in its  future growth and development.  They help
facilitate the entry of  new workers  and the re-entry of  displaced and
dislocated workers  into the active work force.  They also provide convenient
access  to cultural,  recreational  and personal  development  opportunities for
the resident  population.
While education and training are commonly viewed as "investment  in the
human agent",  they also can be viewed as  "personal  consumption" that  becomes a
measure of  the  "quality of life" of a neighborhood.  Indeed, the quality of
life in a neighborhood  is most often perceived in the context of residential
and  family values and goals, with emphasis on the consumption of goods and
services rather than their production.11/17/90  18
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Primary purpose of  industrial  targeting in a community development  agency
is  to  identify elgible candidates  for  development assistances.  An important
consideration in this process  is  the  likely contribution of  each business or
neighborhood development project  to  community well-being.  The input-output
modeling approach to  industrial  targeting provides a new, but  important
development  planning capability, particularly as  the community economic base
undergoes  significant  restructuring.  The input-output  based industrial
targeting would help  (1) focus  community development  efforts  to assess  their
potential  importance and value  to city and region and (2) show the incidence
of  the  benefits  and  costs  of public  investment in downtown and  neighborhood
development on residents  in Minneapolis and  the  rest of the  State.
The IMPLAN-based industrial  targeting has  important limitations  that are
addressed  in  the validation of  the  data base and  the indirect measurement
procedures.  Alternative statistical  sources, including local  business
surveys,  can be used for comparison and evaluation of  the IMPLAN and related
data bases.  These limitations  are addressed, also,  in the  use of widely
accepted baseline projections for the US, Minnesota and other states in the
measurement  of  the  impact of  differential  change from a baseline projection.
New, up-to-date mental models  of  the  role of  the  regional city in economic
development  are being formed  that have the  potential  of supporting what is  now
being called  a "shared vision"  of the future  city and its  region.  To the
extent  that  the shared vision is  based on realistic and  accurate
representations  of the city and its  functions  and the difficulties it  faces  to
fulfill  them, broad popular support  can be  sought  for improving the city's
fiscal  outlook and economic well-being--steps  that also  improve the economic
outlook and well-being of  the region and the state.11/17/90  19
Finally, the  IMPLAN-based  industrial  targeting approach  is  available to
address  development  concerns  in the neighborhoods as well  as  the downtown.
For example, businesses volatility-represented by the  number of births  and
deaths of businesses and jobs gained  or lost because of  business  expansions
and contractions-is characteristic of  growing and dynamic metropolitan areas,
like  the Minneapolis  region.  The older neighborhoods in these  areas  are
especially vulnerable  to  the  the adverse  consequences of  less-than-perfect
transfer of workers  from the declining to the growing work places.  Such
neighborhoods suffer most from the adverse consequences of  business
volatility.  They have much  to gain, therefore,  from industrial  targeting
efforts  that  focus  on displaced and  dislocated workers and  their  opportunities
to  re-enter the  labor market with new job-related  skills.
More than adequate information and knowledge  is available now to
reduce the  individual  and  social  costs  of worker dislocations  and
displacements by (1) tracking the declining and  the growing  sectors of  the
local  economy and  (2)  using the findings  in  the design and implementation of
education and  training programs and  related measures to  facilitate
occupational  mobility.  Industrial  targeting thus becomes  a tool  for
identifying declining and growing  sectors of a local economy.  For the
regional  city, like Minneapolis,  to survive as  a viable residential community
and a work place, however, maintaining the health and vigor of  its base
economy must  remain its "bottom line".
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APPENDIX:  Excess  Sales and Purchases  of Printing and Publishing
and Business Services
Downtown and neighborhood development options  for  industrial  targeting are
identified from careful  examination of industry linkages  and clusters revealed
in the  IMPLAN data bases for Minneapolis,  the seven-county Twin Cities
Metropolitan Region, the State of Minnesota and the United States.  All  sales
and purchases  of  a given industry are summarized from the 528  sector IMPLAN
modeling system to the 75-sector University of Minnesota Interactive Policy
Analysis Simulation System (IPASS)  computer model.
Two statistical  measures are introduced to evaluate the  clustering
tendencies  of targeted industries-the excess and deficit  sales or purchases
of a given industry and its  proximity quotient.  Both measures make use of
corresponding US data as  a standard of  reference  Excess  sales  are obtained
by calculating the  ratio  of industry-specific sales  to  total intermediate and
final  local  demand, substracting the  corresponding US ratio from the  given
area  ratio, and  converting the differences  to an absolute value using the area
industry intermediate  and  local  final  demand  estimate in the first ratio.
Excess  purchases are obtained  similarly by calculating the  ratio of
industry-specific purchases to total  intermediate  inputs  (own production and
imports),  subtrracting the corresponding US  ratio from the given area ratio,
and converting the difference  to an absolute value multiplying by the area
industry intermediate input purchases estimate  in the first  ratio.  Thus, a
positive sales or purchases difference would denote above-average sales or
purchases of a given industry to or from the specified destination or
originating industry and,  conversely, a negative  sales  or purchase difference
would denote below-average sales or purchases  of  a given industry to or from
the specified destination or originating industry.11/17/90  21
The proximity qoutlent  is  simply a measure of the dependency of industry
sales and purchases on the  local  economy.  It  is  derived as  a ratio of
industry specific sales  or purchases to  total  sales or purchases as defined in
the measurement  of excess sales or purchases for a given area divided by the
corresponding ratio for  the US.  A proximity qoutient of  one  or more signals a
high proximity dependency while a proximity qoutient much less  than one
signals  a low proximity dependency.
An excess  sales  and purchases approach is  used also to estimate the
eocnomic base of each county in the  IMPLAN system.  In this approach, the
above-average level  of disbursements  to or purchases from a given industry is
indicated by  its positive sign.  Industries are  thus  linked to one another
forming demand-side and/or supply-side  industry clusters.  They re-enforce
each other in periods  of economic growth and  reduce the adverse  effects of
short-term fluctuations  in the business cycle, which often are confined
initially  to  only a few industries.
Printing and Publishing
For the printing and publishing industry in Minneapolis,  the final  demand
sector is  more than 2.5  times the dollar value of the  local  intermediate
demand  sector because of  the  extreme importance  of exports,  largely to
domestic  markets.  Moreover, only four of the  75  sectors of  intermediate
product  demand--grain mill  products, printing and  publishing, other retail
trade,  and banking and credit agencies--account  for  over 54 percent  of  the
total  value of  the disbursements  of this  industry to  all  local  sectors  in
1982,  as  shown in Appendix Table  1.  The  local  intermediate market for
printing and publishing is  sustained, therefore, by four large local
industries, while the  favorable competitive position of  this  sector in
domestic export markets with $421.8 million of  sales assures its  importance in
the economic base of Minneapolis and  other regions  in Minnesota.  In
comparison, the nearly  $60  billion sales  of  the printing and published sector
in the US  are more widely disbursed among the intermediate demand sectors  than
is the  case in Minnesota.
Input  purchases, both intermediate and primary, serve  as  the alternative
measure of  industry size and importance in the Minneapolis economy, as  shown
in Appendix Table 2.  Intermediate purchases,  in turn, include purchases of
domestic imports and foreign imports.  Primary inputs are  the value added
contributions of  resource owners for which income payments are received  in the
form of employee compensation, indirect business  taxes, proprietorial  income,
and other property income.  Imports account  for $223.6 million or 33.6
percent, of  the $665.5 million in total  industry outlays,  of which total value
added  accounts for $303.6 million, or 45.6 percent.  The total  local  source
purchases  of  intermediate  product of  $137.2  million is  the smallest  (20.6
percent)  of the three input categories.
The proximity qoutient  for sales  and purchases range  from a very small to
large values-the latter representing extreme local  market dependence of  sales
or purchases.  Comparisons of proximity qoutients among areas provides
indications of varying degrees of clustering and spatial  interdependence that
correspond to those presented earlier in comparisons of excess and deficit
industry sales and purchases.11/17/90  22
Disbursement of  total  outlays  among  the input  suppling industries differs
sharply among the  four geographically differentiated sources  and,  also,
between local  sources  and  imports  into  the Minneapolis  printing and publishing
sector.  Finally, the  composition of  import purchases differs, of  course,  from
the  composition or purchases  from local  input-supply sectors and differs from
the  composition of disbursement  of  printing and publishing imports  into the
Minneapolis economy (as  shown earlier in Appendix Table 1).
Business Services
Like the printing and  publishing industry, the dollar value of industry
output disbursements to intermediate and  final  demand sectors  is estimated by
the  IMPLAN model  for  the City of Minneapolis,  the Metropolitan Region, the
State of Minnesota and the United States  as summarized in Appendix Table 3.
Comparison of  output  disbursements to  individual  final  demand sectors  shows a
smaller share  of  the  industry output  disbursed to markets outside  the  City of
Minneapolis  for business services  than printing and publishing-- $125  million,
or 33.2 percent, as  compared wth $427.3 million, or 64.2 percent.
Intermediate markets  are more  important  to business  services  than export
markets.  Most  important among local  markets are new constrution,  two
manufacturing  sectors--grain mill  products and printing  and publishing,  and
eight private services  sectors.
Purchases  of business  services  inputs from local  industry, primary input
and  imports are summarized  in Appendix Table 4.  Intermediate  inputs purchased
from  local  industries  are slightly smaller and imports  are much smaller  for
business services  than printing  and publishing but value added  is twice as
large.  Imports  of  intermediate inputs into  the business  services industry are
only a fourth as  large as  the  corresponding imports for  the printing  and
publishing industry.  Thus,  business  services would have a larger  short-term
multiplier effect on the  local economy, but the overall  impact of  its export
sales is  less  than for the printing and publishing sector because of  a lower
level  of exports.
Again, the estimates of  excess and deficit  sales and purchases  of  the
business services  industry in Minneapolis,  the Metropolitan Region, Minnesota
and the US  provide measures of  spatial  interdependence.  The corresponding
proximity qoutients generally parallel the  findings of  excess and deficit
sales  and purchases.23
Table  1.  Wage  and  salary  jobs  and  payroll  per  worker  in selected
fast-growing  industries  in Minneapolis,  1980  and  1987.
Wage and Salary  Payroll per
SIC  Jobs  Employee
Industry Group  Code  1980  1987  1980  1987
(thou.)  (thou.) (thou.$) (thou.S)
Printing and publishing  27  8.9  10.5  17.0  22.5
US Postal Service  (federal)  43  3.6  4.6  23.2  26.1
Eating and drinking places  58  12.1  13.6  5.2  7.1
Nondepository credit  instituti  61  2.8  4.6  16.7  28.4
Security and commodity brokers  62  3.5  7.0  32.6  65.5
Insurance carriers  63  7.5  8.3  15.5  27.6
Holding companies and other in  67  0.7  1.3  26.7  57.5
Personal services  72  3.5  4.2  9.1  12.1
Business services  73  14.3  21.0  9.9  17.7
Amusement and recreation  79  1.7  2.2  9.1  16.3
Health services  private)  80  21.0  24.0  12.2  22.8
Health services  state)  80  2.7  4.4  16.3  21.2
Health services  local)  80  2.4  2.8  15.3  20.5
Legal services  81  3.3  6.2  19.8  34.4
Education  services (private)  82  2.4  3.1  10.1  12.7
Education services (local)  82  6.4  6.7  20.5  26.4
Social services  83  4.6  6.7  9.3  14.0
Miscellaneous services  89  4.6  5.5  18.5  29.3
Justice, public  order (local)  92  2.9  3.2  21.6  29.9
Admin.  of human resource (loca  94  2.1  2.4  17.7  23.0
Source:  Minnnesota  Department  of  Jobs  and  Training,  1989.
Table 2.  Total population, employment and payroll:  Minneapolis,  1980-2000.
Estimated  Projected
Indicator  1980  1985  1987  1990  2000
Population  (thousands)  370.2  362.1  356.7  352.9  341.9
Jobs, total (thousands)  330.7  329.2  331.2  327  349.1
Total  emplpyment-to-population  0.893  0.909  0.929  0.926  1.021
Jobs, w  i s  (thousands)  272.8  270.9  276.5  268.7  272.5
Total  p.  -to-resideqt  op.  1  1.412  1.369  1.371  1.331  1.337
Payroll  *ml.  dollars)  4173  5804  6739  7997  14098
Per  joT  (thou.  dol.)  15.3  21.4  24.4  29.8  51.7
inneapolis Neighborhoods:
Jobs,  s (thousands)  130.5  123.5  129.1  129.9  131.7
Percen  of  total  47.8  45.6  46.7  48.3  48.3
Payroll  . dolla  1947  2466  2798  3325  5597
Per  jo(thou. do.)  14.9  20  21.7  25.6  42.5
Source:  Minnnesota  Department.of Jobs and  Training,  1989.24
Table 3.  Total sales of  printing and publishing to specified sector:
by  area, Minnesota  and United  States, 1982
City of  Metropolitan  State of  United
No.Demand Sector  Minneapolis  Region  Minnesota  States
.------  ....................  ..  .... (i  .; (-.  . .. l.  .)  ("il...  ..
1  Intermediate Demand  191.7  545.0  912.1  60878
2 Final  Demand  473.8  804.6  1478.4  25438
3  PCE,  Low  1.7  8.0  21.7  2398
4  PCE,  Hedium  6.8  37.3  80.0  8056
5  PCE, High  6.4  34.1  54.5  5529
6  Fed.,  Non-military  0.3  1.2  1.9  447
7  Fed.,  Hilitary  0.2  0.5  0.9  336
8  State/local, Non-educ  9.5  30.4  57.7  2101
9  State/local,  Education  21.5  76.1  139.8  4935
10  Domestic Exports  421.8  594.5  1092.4  0
11  Foreign Exports  5.5  21.7  28.5  1549
12  Other Final Demand  0.2  0.8  1.2  85
13  Total  Industry Output  665.5  1349.5  2390.5  86315
Source:  University  of  Minnesota/US  Forest  Service  IMPLAN  System
Table  4.  Total  purchases  by  printing  and  publishing  from  specified  sector:
by  area,  Minnesota  and  United  States,  1982
City  of  Metropolitan  State of  United
No.Supply Sector  Minneapolis  Region  Minnesota  States
(mil. I)  (mil. I)  (mil. S)  (mil. $)
1  Total  Intermediate  Inputs  137.2  350.8  657.2  46798
2  Total  Value Added  303.6  581.2  989.6  36890
3  Employee Compensation  228.7  425.7  723.5  27284
4  Indirect  Business  Taxes  7.7  14.6  25.4  905
5  Proprietary  Income  2.8  6.0  10.2  369
6  Other Property Income  64.3  134.9  230.5  8332
7  Competitive Imports  223.2  414.7  738.0  2343
8  Non-competitive Imports  0.4  0.9  1.4  38
9  Total Industry  Outlays  665.5  1349.5  2390.5  86315
10  FTE  Employment  9881  20860  35456  1213038
Source:  University  of  Minnesota/US  Forest  Service  IMPLAN  System25
Table  5.  Total  sales  of  business  services  industry  to  specified  sector:
by  area,  United  States  and  Minnesota,  1982
City  of  Metropolitan  State  of  United
No.  Demand  Sector  Minneapolis  Region  Minnesota  States
(…il.  S)  (oil.  $)  (Iil. $)  (oil.  $) 1  Intermediate Demand  382.6  1386.9  1984.1  142707.0
2  Final  Demand  274.2  591.6  500.2  30880.7
3  PCE,  lou  1.2  5.2  12.0  928.4
4  PCE, medeus  5.8  30.1  57.7  3326.0
5  PCE,  high  5.9  29.3  42.0  2396.7
6  Fed.,  Non-military  3.7  14.9  19.0  8191.2
7  Fed.,  Military  8.4  30.7  49.9  6752.9
8  State/local,  Non-educ  12.2  47.6  69.4  2703.1
9  State/local,  Education  19.1  76.3  104.1  4086.1
10  Domestic  Exports  208.8  323.6  108.8  0.1
11  Foreign  Exports  9.1  33.9  37.3  2496.2
12  Other  Final  Demand  0.0  0.0  -0.0  0.0
13  Total  Industry  Output  656.8  1978.5  2484.3  173587.8
Source:  University of  Minnesota/US Forest Service  IMPLAN System
Table  6.  Total  purchases  by  business  services  industry  from  specified  sector:
by  area,  United  States  and  Minnesota,  1982
City of  Metropolitan  State of  United
No. Supply Sector  Minneapolis  Region  Minnesota  States
(mil. S)  (  . )  (il.  S)  (ail.  $)
1 Total  Intermediate  InPuts  117.3  429.7  457.8  46084.9
2  Total  Value  Added  472.7  1413.0  1774.9  125538.2
3  Employee  Compensation  264.0  830.9  1034.6  71676.8
4  Indirect Business Taxes  6.2  16.0  21.1  1506.0
5  Proprietary  Income  28.2  81.8  102.5  7409.6
6 Other  Property  Income  174.3  484.3  616.7  44945.8
7 Competitive  Imports  64.7  129.2  244.3  1438.3
8  Non-competitive Imports  1.4  4.7  4.9  310.5
9 Total  Industry  Outlays  656.8  1978.5  2484.3  173587.7
10 FTE  Employment  14533  47009  72871  3622251
Source:  University of  Minnesota/US Forest Service  IMPLAN System
Table  7.  Selected  statistics  on  specified  businesses  assisted  by  Minneapolis
Community  Development  Agency:  Ninneapolis,  1985  and  1990.
SIC  Size  Cost per  Total  Total  Jobs
Industry Group  Code Year  LandBuilding Sq. Ft.  CostRetained  New
(sq.ft.)(sq.ft.)  (dol.)(thou.$)  (no.)  (no.)
Bread  and  Bakery  2051  1988  74500  22000  38  825  25  15
Commercial  Printing,  Lithograp2752  1988  113520  50000  50  2500  40  30
Book  Binding  &  Related  2789  1985  125000  50000  30  1500  30  30
1990
Platemaking  &  Related  Services2796  1985  77600  25000  30  750  10  20
1990
Signs  &  Advertising  Specialist3993  1986  35000  15000  35  530  n.a.  29
Local  Trucking  u/Storage  4214  1985  94100  50000  22  1100  30  30
Cable  &  Pay  Television  Service4841  1985  125000  30000  43  1300  20  30
Scrap  &  Uaste  Material  5093  1985  100000  30000  23  700  10  15
Stationary &  Office Supplies  5112  1985  80000  25000  40  1000  20  30
Life  Insurance  5311  1988  407700  10000  100  1000  5  3
Optical  Goods  Stores  5995  1985  218000  55000  50  2750  30  30
Source:  Minneapolis Community Development Agency, Development Assistance
Projects, Nobember  1990.26
Appendix  Table  1.  Total  Excess  and  Deficit  Sales  of  Printing  and  Publishing  to  specified  industry,
by  Area, Minnesota  aand  United States,  1982.
…..------  Total  Sales  ---------  -Excess /  Deficit Sales---Proximity Qoutient--
No.Industry  City  Metro  State  Nation  City  Metro  State  City  Metro  State
(mil,$)  (mil.$)(  il.S)  (mil.)  (mil.s)  (mil.s)  (mil.s)  (units)  (units)  (units)
1 Livestock  0.0  0.0  2.4  28  -0.1  -0.2  2.0  0.0  0.2  S.i
2 Food &  feed  grain  0.0  0.2  2.0  66  -0.2  -0.3  1.0  0.0  0,4  2.0 3  Ag, ser.,for,fish  0.0  0.0  0.3  12  -0.0  -0.1  0.1  0.1  0.3  1,5
4 Iron  ore  mining  0.0  0.0  3.5  7  -0.0  -0.1  3.4  0.0  0,0  32.3
5 Other metal  mining  0.0  0.0  0.0  3  -0.0  -0.0  -0.0  0.0  0.0  0.7
6  Coal  mining  0.0  0.0  0.0  39  -0.1  -0.3  -0.6  0,0  0.0  0.0
7  Petro. &  nat.  gas  0.0  0,0  1.4  162  -0.5  -1.0  0.0  0.0  0.6
8  Stone &  clay  0.0  0.0  0.2  18  -0.1  -0.1  -0,0  0.0  0.2  0.8
9  Chem &  fer.minerals  0.0  0.0  0,0  12  -0.0  -0.1  -0.2  0.0  0.0  0.0
10 New construction  0.1  0.2  0.2  52  -0.0  -0.2  -0,5  0.8  0.5  0.3
11  Maint.  I  repair  0.0  0.0  0,1  29  -0.1  -0.2  -0.4  0.1  0.2  0.1
12 Ordnance &  accessories  0.0  2.8  2.5  82  -0.2  2.0  1.3  0.1  3.9  2.0
13  Meat  products  0.3  1.4  8.2  425  -0.9  -2.2  1.8  0.2  0.4  1.3
14 Dairy  products  2.0  2.7  13.9  290  1.1  0.2  9.6  2.4  1.1  3.2
15  Grain  mill  37.7  26.4  23.4  586  36.1  21.3  14.6  22.9  5.2  2.7
16 Food,NEC &  tobacco  5.8  26.6  46.9  4624  -7.2  -13.4  -22.4  0.4  0.7  0.7 17 Textile goods  0.0  0.1  0.5  92  -0.3  -0.7  -0.9  0.0  0.1  0.3
18 Apparel &  rel.prod.  2.3  3.4  0.6  323  1.4  0,6  -4.2  2.5  1.2  0.1 19 Logging  0,0  0.0  0.0  4  -0.0  -0.0  -0.0  0.0  0.0  0.4
20  Other wood products  0.0  0.7  19  54  -0.1  0.2  1.1  0.3  1.5  2.3
21  Furniture I  fixtures  0.2  0.6  1.4  188  -0.4  -1.0  -1.4  0.3  0.4  0.5
22  Paper &  allied  0.4  4.4  12.0  442  -0.9  0.5  5.4  0.3  1.1  1.8
23  Printing &  publish.  24.8  75,4  130.7  8780  0.2  -0.6  -0.8  1.0  1.0  1.0
24 Chemical  &  allied  3.7  51.5  52.5  3626  -6.5  20.2  -1.8  0.4  1.6  1.0 25  Petroleum  refining  0.0  8.9  5.3  898  -2.5  1.1  -8.2  0.0  1.1  0.4
26  Rubber  &  plastics  0.5  2.5  3.1  359  -0.5  -0.6  -2.3  0.5  0.8  0.6
27  Leather  Products  0.1  0.2  0.5  60  -0.1  -0.4  -0.4  0.4  0.3  0.5
28 Glass,  stone  clay  0.1  3.1  2.1  161  -0.3  1.7  -0.3  0.3  2.2  0.9
29  Ferrous metals  0.2  0.3  0.4  111 -0.1  -0.7  -1.2  0.6  0.3  0.3
30 Primary met.,NEC  0.2  0.6  0.7  138  -0.2  -0.6  -1.4  0.5  0.5  0.3
31  Fabri.  metal,NEC  1,0  3.0  7.5  610  -0.8  -2.:  -1.6  0.6  0.6  0.8
32 Computers  0.1  1.8  1.9  70  -0.1  1.'  0.8  0.4  3.0  1.8
33  Other  office  equip,  0.0  0.3  0.5  48  -0,1  -0.;  -0.2  0.3  0.6  0.7
34 Const &  mining equip.  0.4  0.7  1.1  121  0.0  -O.a  -0.7  1.1  0.7  0.6
35  Nonelec, mach. NEC  1.2  5.2  10.8  376  0.1  1.4  5.1  1.1  1.6  1.9
36 Elect.ind.apnara.  0.1  0.5  0.5  67  -0.1  -0.1  -0.5  0.6  0.9  0.5
37  Household applien.  0.5  3.6  3.6  245  -0.2  1.5  -0.0  0.7  1.7  1.0
38 Cosmuni.  equip.  0.1  0.4  0.3  117  -0.3  -0.6  -1.5  0.2  0.4  0.2
39  Elec,compon,accesso.  0.2  0.4  1.1  89  -0.1  -0.4  -0.3  0.6  0.5  0.8
40  Misc.elec.equip.  0.2  1.9  2.3  373  -0.9  -1.3  -3.3  0.2  0.6  0.4
41 Motor  vehicles  0.0  3.3  4.4  609  -1.7  -2.0  -4.7  0.0  0.6  0.5
42 Other  trans.equit.  0.0  0.3  0.4  219  -0.6  -1.6  -2.9  0.1  0.1  0.1
43 Prof. &  scien.ins.  2.3  3.6  5.1  99  2.0  2.7  3.6  8.3  4.2  3.4
44  Medical  ins.&  sun.  0.1  1.4  2.7  79  -0.1  0.7  1.5  0.5  2.0  2.3
45 Misc.instru.  prod.  0.3  2.6  5.0  228  -0.3  0.6  1.5  0.5  1.3  1.5
46  Misc. sanufact.  0.8  10.1  6.3  462  -0.5  6.1  -0.6  0.6  2.5  0.9
47 Railroad  trans.  0.0  1.0  1.7  89  -0.2  0.2  0.4  0.0  1.3  1.3
48  Local  trans  &  iotercity  0.3  0.4  0.5  45  0.1  0.0  -0.2  2.0  1.1  0.7
49  Trucking  i  warehousing  0.4  1.2  2.8  168  -0.1  -0.3  0.3  0.8  0.8  1.1
50  Water  I  pipe  limes  0.0  0.4  0.5  128  -0.3  -0.8  -1.4  0.1  0.3  0.3
51  Air transportatiom  0.1  14.8  17.9  592  -1.6  9.7  9.0  0.0  2.9  2.0
52  Trans.  services  1.0  3.4  6.1  300  0.1  0.8  1.6  1.2  1.3  1.4
53  Communications  ser.  0.8  1.6  3.7  256  0.0  -0.6  -0.2  1.0  0.7  1.0
54  Electric  utilities  0.3  0.3  2.0  162  -0.2  -1.1  -0.4  0.6  0.2  0.8
55  Gas  utilities  0.2  0.3  0.6  31  0.1  0.1  0.1  2.1  1.2  1.2
56  Water I  sanitation  0.2  0.1  0.1  14  0.1  -0.0  -0.1  4.0  0.9  0.6
57  Wholesale  trade  2.4  7.2  88.9  4625  -10.6  -32.8  19.6  0.2  0.2  .1.3.
58  Eating  i. drink.places  3.3'  14.1  19.0  1238  -0.1  3.4.  0.5  1.0  1.3  ' 1.0
59  Other  retail  trade  21.0  62.0  145.5  6425  2.9  6.4  49.3  1.2  1.1  1.5
60  Bank.  &  cred.agencies  20.8  38.7  38.5  4368  8.5  0.9  -26.9  1.7  1.0  0.6
61  Insurance  4.7  19.4  21.5  1242  1.2  8.6  2.9  1.3  1.8  1.2
62  Real  Estate  5.9  21.7  12.2  1703  1.1  7.0  -13.3  1.2  1.5  0.5
63  Hotels  i  lodging  1.8  5.4  11.0  810  -0.5  -1.6  -1.2  0.8  0.8  0.9
64  Perso.  &  repair  ser.  4.2  14.7  21.6  1091  1.1  5.3  5.3  1.4  1.6  1.3
65  Business  services  8.3  23.8  29.2  2934  0.0  -1.6  -14.8  1.0  0.9  0.7
66  Professional  ser.NEC  9.1  14.2  32.4  1977  3.6  -2.9  2.8  1.6  0.8  1.1
67  Movies &  amusement  2.2  5.0  10.1  749  0.1  -1.5  -1.2  1.1  0.8  0.9
68  Hospitals  1.6  3.0  7.3  673  -0.3  -2.8  -2.7  0.8  0.5  0.7
69  Medical  ser.  NEC  2.5  6.8  16.1  1057  -0.5  -2.3  0.2  0.8  0.7  1.0
70  Educational  ser.  5.5  7.1  10.5  846  3.1  -0.2  -2.2  2.3  1.0  0.8
71  Other  ser.  NEC  9.2  25.2  39.9  3531  -0.7  -5.3  -13.0  0.9  0.8  0.8
72  Fed.gov't.  ent.  0.4  1.5  1.4  221  -0.2  -0.4  -1.9  0.7  0.8  0.4
73 S I  L gov't.ent  0.2  0.7.  0.9  121  -0.1  '0.4  -0.9  0.7  0.7  0.5
74  Scrap.used  sec.  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
75  Government  industry  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
Total,  intermediate dom  191.7  545.0  912.1  60878  20.6  18.3  0.1  1.1  1.0  1.0
76  PCE,  low  1.7  8.0  21.7  2398  -5.1  -12.7  -14.2  0.2  0.4  0.6
77 PCE,  sidu  l6.8  37.3  80.  8156  -15.8  -3, .4  -40.6  0.3  0.  .7
78  PCE;  high  6.4  34.1  4.  5529  -9.1  -13.8  28.3  0.4  0.  .7
79  Fed.,  non-military  0.3  1.2  1.9  447  -0.9  -2.7  -4.8  0.3  0.3  0.3
80  Fed.,  military  0.2  0.5  0.9  336  -0.8  -2.4  -4.2  0.2  0.2  0.2
81  State/local,  non-educ  9.5  30.4  57.7  2101  3.6  12.2  26.2  1.6  1.7  1.8
82  State/local.  educatio  21.5  76.1  139.8  4935  7.6  33.4  65.8  1.5  1.8  1.9
Total,  local  final  46.3  187.6  356.4  23803  -20.6  -18.3  -0.1  0.7  0.9  1.0
Total  238.0  732.5  1268.5  84680  0  0  -0  1.0  1.0  1.0
Source:  University of Minnesota/US Forest Service  IMPLAN Systel27
Appendix  Table 2.  Total Excess  and Deficit Purchases  of  Printing and Publishing  from  Specified
Industry  Output, by Area:  Minnesota and  United  States,  1982.
Excess/Deficit Purchases -- Proximity  Qoutient--
No.Industrv  City  Metro  State  Nation  City  Metro  State  City  Metro  State
(Mil.$)  (MilS)  (Mil.s)  (Mil.S)  (Mil.$)  (Mil.  ) (Mil.S)  (units)  (units)  (units)
1 Livestock  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  -0.0  -0.0  0.0  0.0  0.1  2.6
2 Food  &  feed  grain  0.0  0.0  0,0  0  -0,0  -0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  4.3
3 Ag.  ser,,for.fish  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  -0.0  -0.0  -0.0  0.1  0.3  0.3
4  Iron ore  mining  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
5 Other  metal  mining  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  -0.0  -0.0  0.0  0.0  0,0  4.2
6  Coal  mining  0.0  0.0  0.0  5  -0.0  -0.1  -0.2  0.0  0.0  0.0
7  Petro, &nat.  gas  0.0  0.0  0.0  32  -0.2  -0.5  -0.9  0.0  0.0  0,0
8 Stone &  clay  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  -0.0  -0.0  -0.0  0,0  0.0  0.0
9 Chem&  fer.ainerals  0.0  0.0  0.0  8  -0.1  -0.1  -0.2  0.0  0.0  0.0
10 New  construction  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
11  Maint.  &  repair  1.5  5.8  9.6  374  -1.3  -0.1  -1.0  0.5  1.0  0.9
12 Ordnance &  accessories  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  -0.0  -0.0  -0.0  0.0  0.2  0.1
13  Meat products  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  -0.0  -0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  2.4
14 Dairy Products  0.1  0.0  0.1  1  0.0  -0.0  0.0  6.0  0.9  2.4
15  Grain  mill  0.0  0.0  0.0  1  0.0  -0.0  -0.0  2.3  0.3  0.7
16  FoodNEC  &  tobacco  0.0  0.0  0.2  30  -0.2  -0.4  -0.7  0.1  0.1  0.2
17  Textile  goods  0,0  0.1  0.2  134  -1.0  -2.0  -3.6  0.0  0.0  0.1
18  Apparel &  rel.prod.  0.0  0.0  0.0  14  -0.1  -0.2  -0.3  0.4  0.1  0.1
19  Logging  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  -0.0  -0.0  -0.0  0.0  0.0  0.3
20  Other  wood  products  0.0  0.0  0.0  4  -0.0  -0.0  -0.1  0.1  0.3  0.3
21  Furniture  &  fixtures  0.0  . 0.0  0.0  5  -0.0  -0.1  -0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1
22  Paper  &  allied  1.1  6.8  11.6  11956  -86.4  -179.5  -328.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
23  Printing  &  publish.  24.8  75.4  130.7  8780  -39.4  -61.5  -118.6  0.4  0.6  O,5
24  Chemical  &  allied  3.9  25.3  32.0  1690  -8.4  -1.0  -16.0  0.3  1.0  0.7
25  Petroleum  refining  0.0  10.5  5.6  685  -5.0  -0.2  -13.9  0.0  1.0  0.3
26  Rubber  &  plastics  0.1  0.3  0.3  550  -3.9  -8.3  -15.3  ,  0.0  0.0  0.0
27  Leather  products  0.0  0.0  0.0  8  -0.1  -0.1  -0.2  0.0  0.1  0.1
28  Glass, stone  clay  0.0  0.2  0.3  28  -0.2  -0.2  -0.5  0.0  0.5  0.4
29  Ferrous metals  0.0  0.0  0.0  20  -0.1  - 0.5  0.1  0.1  0.1
30  Primary  iet..NEC  0.1  0.2  0.1  50  -0.3  -0.1  -1.3  0.3  0.3  0.1
31  Fabri.  metal,NEC  0.9  1.2  1.6  183  -0.5  -1  -3.6  0.6  0.4  0.3
32  Computers  0.0  0.2  0.3  22  -0.2  -C.:  -0.4  0.0  0.5  0.4
33 Other  office esuip,  0.0  0.0  0.1  11  -0.1  -c.  -0.2  0.1  0.2  0.2
34  Const  &  mining equip.  0.0  0.0  0.0  I  0.0  -0.  -0.0  1.5  0.4  0.4
35 Nonelec.  mach.  NEC  3,6  5.5  4.4  439  0.4  - -8.1  1.1  0,8  0.4
36  Elect.ind.appara.  0.0  0.0  0.0  3  -0.0  -0.0  -0.1  0.3  0,3  0.1
37 Household applien,  0.0  0.0  0.0  1  -0.0  -0.0  -0.0  0.3  0.2  0.0
38  Communi.  equip.  0.0  0.0  0.0  3  -0.0  -0.0  -0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1
39  Elec,compon.accesso.  0.0  0.1  0.1  13  -0.1  -0.1  -0.2  0.3  0.3  0.4
40 Miscelecequip.  0.0  0.1  0.1  21  -0.1  -0.2  -0.5  0.1  0.4  0.2
41  Motor vehicles  0.0  0.0  0.0  11  -0.1  -0.1  -0.3  0.0  0.2  0.0
42  Other  trans.equit.  0.0  0.0  0.0  3  -0.0  -0.0  -0.1  0.0  0.0  0.0
43  Prof.  &  scien.ins.  0.1  0.1  0,1  2  0.1  0.0  0.0  5.4  1.7  1.3
44 Medical  ins.&  sup.  0.0  0.1  0.2  10  -0.0  -0.0  -0.1  0.4  0.7  0.7
45  Misc.instru.  prod.  0.1  2.0  8.8  719  -5.2  -9.2  -11.6  0.0  0.2  0.4
46  Misc.  lanufact.  0.2  0.7  2,0  263  -1.7  -3.3  -5,5  0.1  0.2  0.3
47  Railroad trans.  0.1  5.4  9.5  391  -2.8  -0.7  -1.6  0.0  0.9  0.9
48  Local  trans  i intercity  1.9  3.7  4.5  288  -0.2  -0.8  -3.7  0.9  0.8  0.5
49  Truckimg  &  warehousing  4.2  8.2  14.3  727  -1.2  -3.2  -6.3  0.8  0.7  0.7
50  Water  &  pipe  lies  0.1  0.6  0,8  53  -0.3  -0.2  -0.7  0.2  0.7  0.5
51  Air  tranportatiom  0.3  15.3  29.6  1252  -8.8  -4.2  -5.9  0.0  0.8  0.8
52  Tran.  services  0.2  0.2  0.6  41  -0.1  -0.4  -0.6  0.6  0.4  0.5
53  Comsunications  ser.  9.3  14.0  27.3  1314  -0.3  -6.5  -10.0  1.0  0.7  0.7
54  Electric  utilities  5.0  3.5  14.9  662  0.1  -6.8  -3.9  1.0  0.3  0.8
55  Gas  utilities  1.9  3.6  5.9  187  0.5  0.7  0.5  1.4  1.2  1.1
56  Water  &  sanitation  0.2  0.2  0.4  19  0.1  -0.1  -0.1  1,6  0.8  0.8
57  Wholesale  trade  1.5  2.7  99.4  3527  -24.3  -52.3  -0.8  0.1  0.0  1.0
58  Eating  i  drink.places  13.6  27.6  49.0  2206  -2.5  -6.7  -13.7  0.8  0.8  0.8
59  Other  retail  trade  0.3  0.7  1.1  50  -0.0  -0.1  -0.3  0.9  0.8  0.8
60  Bank.  &  cred.agencies  .5.1  9,4  10.7  654  0.3  -0.8  -7.8  1.1  0.9  0.6
61  Insurance  4.0  6.5  10.3  403  1.0  0.2  -1.1  1.3  1.0  0.9
62  Real  Estate  7.2  21.9  16.2  1379  -2.9  0.4  -22.9  0.7  1.0  0.4
63  Hotels  &  lodging  4.0  6.4  13,9  747  -1.5  -5.2  -7.3  0.7  0.6  0.7
64  Perso.  i  repair  ser  4.8  8.7  12.9  587  0.5  -0.4  -3.7  1.1  1.0  0.8
65  Business  services  20.4  44.8  70.5  3623  -6.2  -11.7  -32.4  0.8  O.8  0.7
66  Professional  ser.NEC  5.6  9.7  17.9  744  0.1  -1.9  -3.2  1.0  0.8  0.8
67  Movies  I  amusement  0.1  0.4  0.6  36  -0.1  -0.2  - 0.5  0.7  0.6
68  Hospitals  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
69  Medical  ser.  NEC  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0,0  0.0  0.0  0,0
70 Educatioal  setr.  0.1  0.3  0.5  17  -0.0  0.0  0.0  0.9  1.0  1.0
71  Other  setr.  NEC  1.0  2.1  3.1  .166  -0.2  -0.5  -1.6  0.8  0.8  0.7
72  Fed.gov't.  t.  8.6  19.1  329  1481  -2.2  -4.0  -9.2  0.8  0.  0.8
73 .5  &  I  gov't.ent  1.0  1.2  1.7  159  -0.1  -1.3  -2.9  0.9  '0.5  0.4
74  Scrap.used.  sec.  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.  0 0.  0  0.0  0.0  0.0
75  Government  industry  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
Total,  intermediate  input  137.2  350.8  657.2  46798  -205.5  -378.4  -671.8  0.4  0.5  0.5
76  Imports  223.6  415.5  739.4  2380  206.1  378.4  671.8  12.8  11.2  10.9
Total  360.7  766.3  1396.7  49178  0,6  -0.0  0.0  1.0  1.0  1.0
Source:  University  of  Minnesota/US  Forest  Service  IMPLAN  System28
Appendix  Table  3.  Total  Excess  and  Deficit  Sales  of  Business  Services  to  Specified  Industry,
by  Area:  Minnesota  and  United  States,  1982.
….......  Total  Sales-----------  -- Excess/Deficit Sales----Proximitv  aoutient-- No.Industry  City  Metro  State  Nation  City  Metro  State  City  Metro  State
I  Livestock  0.0  0.5  13.6  237  -0.6  -1.8  10.3  0.0  0.2  4.2
2  Food  I  feed  grain  0.0  2.3  58.3  1438  -3.7  -11.4  38.7  0.0  0.2  3.0 3  Ag.  ser.,for,fish  0.1  1.1  5.9  268  -0.6  -1.4  2.3  0.1  0.4  1.6
4 Iron  ore  ning  0.0  0.0  14.0  41  -0.1  -0.4  13,4  0.0  0.0  25.2 5 Other  metal  mining  0.0  0.0  0.4  66  -0.2  -0.6  -0.5  0.0  0.0  0.5 6  Coal  mining  0.0  0.0  0.0  771  -2.0  -7.3  -10.5  0,0  0.0  0.0
7 Petro.  nat. gas  0.0  0.0  12.6  2055  -5.3  -19.5  -15.5  0.0  0.0  0.4 8 Stone  &  clay  0.0  0,4  2.3  216  -0.6  -1.7  -0.6  0.0  0.2  0.8 9 Chei  &  ferminerals  0.0  0.0  0.0  78  -0.2  -0.7  -1.1  0.0  0.0  0.0 10 New  construction  12.3  33.5  31.4  5496  -1.8  -18.6  -43.7  0.9  0.6  0.4 11  Maint. &  repair  1.5  17.8  19.6  2105  -3.9  -2.2  -9.1  0.3  0.9  0.7
12 Ordnance &  accessories  0.2  16.2  12.1  933  -2.2  7.3  -0.6  0.1  1.8  0.9 13 Meat  Products  0.1  1.4  12.7  396  -0.9  -2.3  7.3  0.1  0.4  2.3 14 Dairy products  3.0  3.6  11.3  332  2.2  0.5  6.8  3.5  1  2.5 15 6rain  mill  26.5  20.9  16.5  560  25.0  15.6  8.9  18.4  3.9  2.2
16  Food,NEC &  tobacco  5.7  24.6  36.3  3319  -2.8  -6.9  -9.0  0.7  0.8  0.8 17 Textile  goods  0.1  2.8  3.2  998  -2.5  -6.7  -10.4  0.0  0.3  0.2 18  Apparel  &  rel.prod.  6,4  11.0  1.6  908  4.1  2.4  -10.8  2.7  1.3  0.1
19  Logging  0.0  0.0  0.6  116  -0.3  -1.1  -1.0  0.0  0.0  0.3 20  Other  wood  products  0.2  4.2  8.7  356  -0.7  0.8  3.9  0.2  1.3  1.8 21  Furniture &  fixtures  0.4  2.3  6.1  775  -1.6  -5.1  -4,5  0.2  0.3  0.6 22  Paper  &  allied  1.9  17,4  41.0  1171  -1.1  6.3  25.0  0.6  1.6  2.6 23  Printing  &  publish.  20.4  44.8  70.5  3623  11.1  10.5  20.9  2.2  1.3  1.4 24  Chemical  &  allied  4.0  44.1  34.1  4761  -8.2  -1.0  -31.0  0.3  1.0  0.5 25 Petroleum  refining  0.1  18.7  8.3  2107  -5.3  -1.2  -20.5  0.0  0.9  0.3
26  Rubber  &i  lastics  1.4  7.4  7.0  866  -0.9  -0.8  -4.8  0.6  0.9  0.6 27  Leather  Products  0.2  0.6  1.4  193  -0.3  -1.3  -1.2  0.3  0.3  0.5 28  Glass, stone, clay  0.5  13.3  9.8  919  -1.8  4.6  -2.7  0.2  1.5  0.8 29  Ferrous  metals  1.1  1.9  2.1  810  -1.0  -5.8  -9.0  O.S  0.3  0.2 30  Primary  aet..NEC  0.8  2.8  2.5  513  -0.5  -2.1  -4.5  0.6  0.6  0.4 31  Fabri.  metal,NEC  5.1  15.0  28.0  1995  0.0  -3.9  0.7  1.0  0.8  1.0 32 Computers  0.9  36.9  26.5  706  -0.9  30.2  16.9  0.5  5.5  2.8
33  Other  office  equip.  0.1  1.2  1.9  221  -0.4  -O.  -1.1  0.2  0.6  0.6 34  Const &  lining  equip.  1.6  3.3  4.4  563  0.1  -2.0  -3.3  1.1  0.6  0.6 35  Nonelec.  aach.  NEC  9.1  38,7  69,7  2641  2.3  13.6  33.6  1.3  1.5  1.9 36 Elect.ind.appara.  1.3  8.8  6.3  559  -0.2  3.5  -1.3  0.9  1.7  0.8
37  Household  applien.  0.6  4.9  4.4  328  -0.3  1.8  -0.0  0.7  1.6  1.0 38  Communi.  euip.  0.5  5.4  3.0  1098  -2.3  -5.0  -12.1  0.2  0.5  0.2 39  Elec,compon,accesso.  1.0  3.4  7.1  631  -0.6  -2.6  -1.5  0.6  0.6  0.8
40  Nisc.elecequip.  0.9  15.0  11.1  763  -1.1  7.8  0.7  0.5  2.1  1.1 41 notor  vehicles  .0.0  5.7  4.5  1324  -3.4  -6.8  -13.6  0.0  0.5  0.2 42  Other  trans.equit.  0.8  2.4  2.4  2404  -5.4  -20.4  -30.5  0.1  0.1  0.1 43  Prof. &  scien.ins.  6.0  11.0  12.6  245  5.4  8.7  9.3  9.5  4.7  3.8 44  Medical  ins.&  sup.  0.3  4.8  7.5  250  -0.3  2.4  4.1  0.5  2.0  2.2 45Misc.instru.  prod.  1.3  7.2  10.6  593  -0.2  1.5  2.5  0.8  1.3  1.3 46  Misc.  manufact.  0.9  9.8  7.1  616  -0.7  4.0  -1.3  0.6  1.7  0.8 47  Railroad  trans.  0.0  15.7  19.3  966  -2.4  6.6  6.1  0.0  1.7  1.5 48 Local  trans  &  intercity  0.4  0.8  0.7  62  0.2  0.2  -0.2  2.4  1.3  0.8 49  Trucking  &  warehousing  2.3  8.7  15.3  896  -0.0  0.3  3.1  1.0  1.0  1.3 50  Hater  &  Pipe  lims  0.2  4,2  4.5  1386  -3.3  -8.9  -14.5  0.1  0.3  0.2 51 Air  transpottaUol  0.2  58.3  49.5  2522  -6.3  34.4  15.0  0.0  2.4  1.4 52  Traw.  servic  1.1  4.7  6.7  405  0.1  0.9  1.2  1.1  1.2  1.2 53  Commueicatio-tW  r.  4.5  11.2  20.3  1440  0.8  -2.4  0.6  1.2  0.8  1.0
54  Electrlc  utilities  1.2  2.3  10.8  946  -1.3  -6.7  -2.1  0.5  0.3  0.8 55  Gas  utilities  1.0  2.7  3.6  213  0.5  0.7  0.7  1.8  1.3  1.2
56 Hater &  sanitation  1.0  0.7  1.0  69  0.8  0.1  0.0  5.8  1.1  1.0 57  Wholesale  trade  6.5  22.2  230.2  12659  -26.0  -97.8  57.2  0.2  0.2  1.3 58  Eating  &  drink.places  9.2  43.2  49.3  3951  -0.9  5.8  -4.7  0.9  1.2  0.9
59  Other  retail trade  21.7  75.1  143.3  8021  1.1.  -0.9  33.7  1.1  1.0  1.3
60  Bank.  &  crid.agencies  46.6  132.7  95.5  10779  19.0  30.6  -51.8  1.7  1.3  0.6
61  Insurance  13.0  73.6  68.2  4345  '  1.9  32.4  8.8  1.2  1.8  1.1
62  Real  Estate  10.3  61.1  47.1  4286  -0.7  20.5  -11.5  0.9  1.5  0.8
63  Hotels  &  lodging  5.8  20.4  33.7  2544  -0.8  -3.7  -1.1  0.9  0.8  1.0
64  Perso.  i  repair  ser.  8.1  38.3  45.1  2480  1.8  14.8  11.2  1.3  1.6  1.3
65  Business  services  26.0  108.2  94.0  9681  1.2  16.5  -38.3  1.0  1.2  0.7
66  Professional  ser.NEC  32.4  59.0  97.5  5501  18.3  6.9  22.4  2.3  1.1  1.3
67  Movies  &  amusement  7.8  14.6  24.0  1586  3.7  -0.4  2.3  1.9  1.0  1.1
68  Hospitals  5.4  54.4  105.5  6692  8.2  -9.0  14.1  1.5  0.9  1.2
69 Nedical se.  NEC  23.2  67.1  123.3  6416  6.7  6.3  35.6  1.4  1.  1  1.4
70  Educational  ser.  10.4  15.3  18.0  1272  7.1  3.3  0.6  3.2  1.3  1.0
71  Other  ser.  NEC  4.9  16.7  18.8  1253  1.7  4.8  1.7  1.5  1.4  1.1
72  Fed.gov't.  set.  1.7  6.2  .5.1  624  0.1  0.3  -3.4  1.1  1.1  0.6
73 S &  L gov't.ent  0.8  *  2.6  2.5  347  -0.1  -0.7  -2.2  0.9  0.8  0.5
74  Scrapused,  sec.  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  ERR  ERR  ERR
75  Government  industry  0.0  0.0.0  0.  . 0.0  0.0  0.0  ERR  ERR  ERR
Total,  intermediate  des  383  1387  1984  142707  16.6  34.8  33.8  1.0  1.0  1.0
76  PCE.  low  1.2  5.2  12.0  928  -1.2  -3.6  -0.7  0.5  0.6  0.9
77  PCE.  deum  5.8  30.1  57.7  3  . -1.4  13  07 78  PCE,  hih  5.9  29.3  42.0  2  :3  646  3.13  0.  1  1
79  Fed.,  non-military  3.7  14.9  19.0  8191  -17.3  -62.8  -93.0  0.2  0.2  0.2 80  Fed.,  military  8.4  30.7  49.9  6753  -8.9  -33.3  -42.4  0.5  0.5  0.5 81  State/local,  non-educ  12.2  47.6  69.4  2703  5.3  22.0  32.5  1.8  1.9  1.9 82  State/local  educatio  19.1  76.3  104.1  4086  8.7  37.6  48.2  1.8  2.0  1.9
Total,  local  final  dema  56.3  234.1  354.2  28384  -16.6  -34.8.-33.8  0.8  0.9  0.9
Total  438.8  1621.1  2338.2  171092  0.0  0.0  -0.0  1.0  1.0  1.0
Source:  University  of  Hinnesota/US  Forest  Service  IMPLAN  System29
Appendix  Table  4.  Total  Excess  and  Deficit  Purchases  of  Business  Services  from  Specified
Industry  Output.  by  Area:  Minnesota  and  United  States.  1982.
No.Industry  -------- Total  Purchases--------  Excess/Deficit  Purchases  --Proximity  Quotient--
City  Metro  State  Nation  City  Metro  State  City  Metro  State
(eil.s)  (ail.s)  (mil.s)  (il.s)  (sil.)  (ail.s)  (ail.s)  (units)  (units)  (units)
1 Livestock  0.0  0,1  0.1  17  -0.1  -0.1  -0.1  0.0  0.4  0.5
2 Food  &  feed  grain  0.0  0.1  0.2  18  -0.1  -0.2  -0.1  0.0  0,3  0.6
3 Ag.  ser..forfish  0.0  0.0  0.0  8  -0.0  -0.1  -0.1  0.1  0.3  0.3
4 Iron  ore  ining  0.0  0.0  00  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
5  Other  metal  mining  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
6  Coal  mining  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
7 Petro.  &  nat.  gas  0.0  0.0  0.0  74  -0.3  -0.9  -1.1  0.0  0.0  0.0
8 Stone  &  clay  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  -0.0  -0.0  -0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
9 Chem  I  fer.minerals  0.0  0.0  0.0  4  -0.0  -0.0  -0.1  0.0  0.0  0.0
10  New construction  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0. 0 0.0  0.0  0.000  0.0
11  Naint.  &  repair  1.3  8.2  10.5  717  -1.4  -0.3  -0.1  0.5  1.0  1.0
12  Ordnance  &  accessories  0.0  0,0  0.0  90  -0.3  -1.0  -1.3  0.0  0.0  0.0
13  Meat  products  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  -0.0  -0.0  -0.0  0.0  0.1  0.9
14  Dairy  products  0.0  0.0  0,0  1  0.0  0.0  0.0  4.3  1.1  2.6
15 Grain  mill  0.0  0.2  0.3  60  -0.2  -0.5  -0.5  0.1  0.3  0.4
16  Food,NEC  &  tobacco  0.0  0.0  0.1  46  -0.2  -0.5  -0.6  0.1  0.1  0.1
17  Textile  goods  0.0  0.0  0.0  8  -0.0  -0.1  -0.1  0.0  0.1  0.1
18  Apoarel  &  rel.prod.  0.0  0.1  0,1  49  -0.2  -0.5  -0.6  0.1  0.1  0.1
19  Logging  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  -0.0  -0.0  -0.0  0.0  0.0  0.3
20  Other  wood  Products  0.0  0.0  0.0  2  -0.0  -0.0  -0.0  0.1  0.1  0.2
21  Furniture  &  fixtures  0.0  0.0  0.0  4  -0.0  -0.0  -0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1
22  Paper  &  allied  0.2  1.6  2.0  646  -2.3  -6.0  -7.6  0.1  0.2  0.2
23  Printing  &  Publish.  8.3  23,8  29.2  2934  -3.0  -10.7  -14.2  0.7  0.7  0.7
24  Chemical  &  allied  0.4  3.6  3.8  710  -2.3  -4.7  -6.7  0.1  0.4  0.4
25  Petroleum  refining  0.0  15,8  6.4  1515  -5.8  -2.0  -16.0  0.0  0.9  0.3
26  Rubber  &  plastics  0.0  0.1  0.1  349  -1.3  -4.0  -5.1  0.0  0.0  0.0
27  Leather  Products  0.0  0.0  0.0  4  -0.0  -0.0  -0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1
28  Glass  stone  clay  0.0  0.2  0.2  49  -0.1  -0.4  -0.5  0.2  0.4  0.3
29  Ferrous  etals  0.0  0.0  0.1  27  -0.1  -0.3  -0.3  0.1  0.1  0.2
30  Primary  set..NEC  0.0  0.0  0.0  9  -0.0  -0.1  -0.1  0.1  0.1  0.0
31  Fabri.  metal,NEC  0.2  0.6  1.0  233  -0.6  -2.1  -2.4  0.3  0.2  0.3
32  Computers  1.3  9.2  9.3  799  -1.7  -0.2  -2.5  0,4  1.0  0.8
33  Other  office  equip.  0.0  0.1  0.4  39  -0.1  -0.4  -0.2  0.3  0.2  0.6
34  Const  &  mining  equio.  0.1  0.2  1.0  319  -1.1  -3.6  -3.7  0.1  0.1  0.2
35  Nonelec.  each.  NEC  1.6  2.6  5.1  1090  -2.6  -10.2  -11.0  0.4  0.2  0.3
36  Elect.ind.appara.  0.1  0.9  0.6  165  -0.5  -1.0  -1.8  0.2  0.5  0.2
37  Household  applien.  0.0  0.0  0.0  19  -0.1  -0.2  -0.3  0.0  0.0  0.0
38  Coemuni.  equip.  0.0  0.1  0.0  28  -0.1  -0.3  -0.4  0.1  0.2  0.1
39  Elec.componaccesso.  0.4  2.3  3.8  854  -2.9  -7.8  -8.8  0.1  0.2  0.3
40  Misc.elec.equip.  0.0  0.5  1.4  224  -0.8  -2.1  -2.0  0.0  0.2  0.4
41  Motor  vehicles  0.0  0.2  0.0  87  -0.3  -0.8  -1.2  0.0  0.2  0.0
42  Other  trans.equit.  0.0  0.1  0.1  117  -0.4  -1.3  -1.7  0.0  0.0  0.0
43  Prof.  &  scien.ins.  0.1  0,2  0.3  25  0.0  -0.1  -0.1  1.1  0.6  0.8
44  Medical  ins.& sup.  0.0  0.1  0.1  8  -0.0  -0.0  -0.0  0.4  0.7  0.7
45  Misc.instru.  prod.  0.1  2.2  9.1  1052  -3.9  -10.2  -6.4  0.0  0,2  0.6
46  Misc.  ulufact.  0.1  0.8  1.1  337  -1.2  -3.1  -3.8  0.1  0.2  0.2
47  Railroad  trans.  0.0  0.7  0.9  62  -0.2  -0.0  -0.1  0.0  1.0  0.9
48  Local  trans &  intercity  0.6  2.4  1.7  203  -0.2  0.0  -1.3  0.8  1.0  0.6
49  Trucking  & arehousing  · 1.2  4.8  5.9  478  -0.6  -0.8  -1.1  0.7  0.9  0.8
50 sater &  pipe li  0.0  0.5  0.8  83  -0.3  -0.5  -0.5  0.1  0.5  0.6
51  Air  transortatim  0.2  23.4  26.0  1626  -6.0  4.3  2.0  0.0  1.2  1.1
52  Trms.  service  0.2  0.8  1.2  94  -0.1  -0.3  -0.2  0.7  0.7  0.8
53  Comulicatiom  ur.  11.9  35.8  44.4  3597  -1.8  -6.6  -8.7  0.9  0.8  0.8
54  Electric  utilitiMs  2.7  3.0  10.0  792  -0.4  -6.3  -1.7  0.9  0.3  0.9
55  6as  utilities  1.5  4.2  5.4  344  0.2  0.2  0.4  1.1  1.0  1.1
56  Uater  &  sanitation  0.9  2.4  2.7  173  0.2  0.4  0.1  1.3  1.2  1.0
57  Wholesale  trade  1.0  2.2  18.7  1479  -4.6  -15.2  -3.2  0.2  0.1  0.9
58  Eating  &  drink.places  9.3  29.4  28.9.  2395'  0.1  1.2  -6.5  1.0  1.0  0.8
59  Other  retail  trade'  0.8  2.5  4.0  282  -0.3.  -0.  -0.2  0.7  0.8  1.0
60  Bank.  &  cred.agencies  6.0  18.7  15.7  1539  0.1  0.6  -7..0  1.0  1.0  0.7
'61  Insurance  2.8  8.8  10.9  766  -0.1  -0.2  -0.4  1.0  1.0  1.0
62  Real  Estate  13.6  35.3  17.4  3120  1.6  -1.4  -28.7  1.1  1.0  0.4
63  Hotels  &  lodging  2.0  6.0  8.8  893  -1.5  -4.5  -4.4  0.6  0.6  0.7
64  Perso.  &  repair  ser.  7.9  24.0  25.2  1950  0.4  1.1  -3.6  1.1  1.0  0.9
65  Business  services  26.0  108.2  94.0  9681  -11.1  -5.7  -48.9  0.7  1.0  0.7
66  Professional  ser.NEC  5.9  17.8  20.7  1476  0.2  0.5  -1.1  1.0  1.0  0.9
67  Movies  &  amusement  1.9  3.3  3.0  265  0.9  0.2  -0.9  1.9  1.1  0.8
68  Hospitals  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
69  Medical  ser.  NEC  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
70 Educatioual  ser.  0.1  0.8  0.8  81  -0.2  -0.1  -0.4  0.4  0.9  0.7
71  Other  ser.  EC  1.6  5.8  6.1  525  -0.4  0.4  -1.6  0.  0.80.9
72  Fed.gov't.  ant.  4.0  13.1  16.6  1220  -0.7  -1.3  . -1.4  0.  0.9  0.9
73  S &  L gov't.ent  0.5  1.6  1.5  218  -0.4  -1.0  -1.7  0.6  0.6  0.5
74  Scrap,used  sec.  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
75  Government  industry  0.0  0.0  0.0  0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
Total,  intermediate  dem  117.3  429.7  457.8  46085  -59.3  -112.7  -222.6  0.7  0.8  0.7
76  Imports  66.1  133.9  249.2  1749  59.4  113.3  223.3  9.9  6.5  9.6
Total  183.4  563.6  707.0  47834  0.1  0.6  0.7  1.0  1.0  1.0
Source:  University  of  Minnesota/US  Forest  Service  1982  IPLAN  System